Date:

November 29, 2011

To:

Interested Person

From:

Mark Walhood, Land Use Services
503-823-7806

NOTICE OF A TYPE II DECISION ON A REVISED
PROPOSAL IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
The Bureau of Development Services has approved a proposal in your neighborhood. The
reasons for the decision are included in this notice. If you disagree with the decision, you can
appeal it and request a public hearing. Information on how to appeal this decision is listed at
the end of this notice.

CASE FILE NUMBER: LU 11-165599 AD – 256 NW MACLEAY
ENTRY COURTYARD

GENERAL INFORMATION
Applicant/Contact:

Stan Chesshir, Chesshir Architecture
415 NW 11th Ave
Portland, OR 97209

Property Owners:

Judson and Barbara Longaker
264 NW Macleay Blvd
Portland, OR 97210-3374

Site Address:

256 NW MACLEAY BLVD

Legal Description:
Tax Account No.:
State ID No.:
Quarter Section:

BLOCK 5 LOT 18&19 TL 1900, ST FRANCES HILL
R737901870
1N1E32DA 01900
3026

Neighborhood:
Business District:
District Coalition:

Hillside, contact Mark Lerner at 503-241-4825.
None
Neighbors West/Northwest, contact Mark Sieber at 503-823-4212.

Zoning:

R7 (Single-Dwelling Residential 7,000)

Case Type:
Procedure:

AD (Adjustment Review)
Type II, an administrative decision by BDS staff that can be appealed
to the Adjustment Committee.

REVISED PROPOSAL: The applicant has revised the proposal in response to concerns raised by
nearby property owners as well as Portland Transportation Staff. The proposed courtyard wall
has moved back further from the lot line, to a location at least 3 feet back from the closest point of
the curving front lot line. In addition, a small window proposed in the south face of the courtyard
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wall has been removed. With respect to the courtyard wall and entry gate height, the proposal
remains the same as described in the original mailed notice.
The applicant is in the process of constructing a new two-story single-family home at 256 NW
Macleay Boulevard. The home itself has received building permit approval and is under
construction. At this time, the applicant is proposing a revision to the building permit to
include an enclosed entry courtyard in the project. The home is L-shaped in plan, with a
garage entry closest to the street, with the main entry door and living area either above or
behind the garage area, further back from the sidewalk.
Because of the steep slope on the site, the front building setback is reduced from the normal 15
foot setback in the R7 zone to 10 feet (33.110.220.D.4). The proposed entry courtyard walls
would enclose a paved and landscaped courtyard with 7-foot tall concrete walls and a sliding
steel and glass entry gate. The maximum height of the wall is 7 feet above grade at the
sidewalk level, although the support rails and sidewall for the entry gate rise to 8 feet above the
sidewalk level. Rectangular in plan, the entry courtyard walls extend out towards the sidewalk,
and would be located at least three feet from the front property line. The sliding steel and glass
entry gate is just under ten feet from the front property line. Landscape plantings are proposed
between the courtyard wall and the sidewalk, including one small tree, mixed shrubs and
perennials, and a grouping of tall shrubs on the south elevation. Interior walls within the
courtyard of concrete or glass divide the space and provide partial privacy from direct views
through the entry gate portal or the garden wall ‘window’.
The proposed courtyard walls and entry gate within the setback are subject to the regulations
for fences in the R7 zone. These regulations limit the height of all fencing and gates within the
10-foot front setback at the site to 3-feet 6-inches tall. Therefore, in order to approve the entry
courtyard walls and gate as proposed, the applicant has requested an Adjustment to increase
the height of fencing and gates in the front setback from 3-feet 6-inches to 7 feet for the wall,
and 8 feet for the gate.
RELEVANT APPROVAL CRITERIA: In order to be approved, this proposal must comply with the
approval criteria of Title 33. The relevant criteria are found at 33.805.040.A-F, Adjustment
Approval Criteria.

ANALYSIS
Site and Vicinity: The site is a trapezoidal hillside lot of 4,600 square feet in the Hillside
neighborhood. The property is developed with a new house in the final stages of construction.
Located on a hillside, the land slopes downhill to the east and southeast, offering dramatic city
and mountain views to the east. All adjacent lots and the nearby area for at least several
blocks in each direction are developed with single-family homes on lots of various sizes.
Directly across NW Macleay to the west is the historic landmark Eastman-Shaver House, a
1928 Mediterranean Revival home. The nearest commercial development occurs several blocks
to the east near the intersection of W. Burnside and NW 23rd Place, at the Uptown Shopping
Center.
The abutting street is improved with a paved public roadway and curbing, but sidewalks exist
only on the east frontage of NW Macleay Boulevard in this location. The adjacent intersection
of NW Macleay Boulevard and NW Beuhla Vista Terrace is a controlled intersection, with stop
lights for oncoming traffic. Northwest Macleay Boulevard in this location is classified in the
City’s Transportation System Plan as a City Walkway and Community Transit Street, but as a
local service street for all other modes (Bike, Freight, Traffic).
Zoning: The site is zoned Single-Dwelling Residential 7.000 (R7). The single-dwelling zones
are intended to preserve land for housing, and to provide housing opportunities for individual
households. Development standards in these zones work together to promote desirable
residential areas by addressing aesthetically pleasing environments, safety, privacy, energy
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conservation and recreational opportunities. The site development standards allow for
flexibility of development while maintaining compatibility within the City’s various
neighborhoods.
Land Use History: City records indicate two prior land use reviews at the site:
• VZ 150-89 – Approved 1989 Variance for “Lot Coverage Increase to 50%, Side to 5’”. No
further information, including decision and conditions of approval, if any, are located in
City Records for this case;
• LU 10-197312 AD – Voided and withdrawn Adjustment application for a similar front
entry courtyard wall as proposed in the current application.
Agency Review: A “Notice of Proposal in Your Neighborhood” was mailed September 26, 2011.
The following Bureaus have responded with no issues or concerns:
• Bureau of Environmental Services;
• Site Development Section of BDS; and
• Urban Forestry Division of Portland Parks and Recreation.
The Life Safety Section of the Bureau of Development Services has reviewed the proposal and
provided standard comments regarding building codes, but no objections or concerns specific
to this land use review. A separate Building Permit is required for the proposal, and the project
must be designed to meet all applicable building codes and ordinances, as documented
through the permit process. Exhibit E.1 contains staff contact and additional information.
The Fire Bureau has reviewed the proposal and provided comments regarding fire codes, but no
objections to the proposed fence height adjustment. The Fire Bureau has no concerns with
this enclosed entry as long as the building height does not exceed 30 feet measured from the
fire department access drive and the bottom of the eave of a sloped roof or the top of a parapet
roof. At 8 feet tall, the proposal meets this standard. Exhibit E.2 contains staff contact and
additional information.
The Water Bureau has reviewed the proposal and provided information regarding available
water service to the site, but no objections or concerns related to this land use review. The site
is provided water service from a main in NW Macleay Boulevard. Exhibit E.3 contains staff
contact and additional information.
The Development Review Division of Portland Transportation has reviewed the proposal for
potential impacts upon transportation services and the public right-of-way, and for
conformance with relevant adopted policies, street designations, and regulations in Titles 33
and 17. At this location, NW Macleay Boulevard is classified as a Local Service street for all
modes in the City’s Transportation System Plan, except that it is also classified as a
Community Transit Street as well as a City Bikeway. Portland Transportation staff has
provided detailed findings in response to the transportation- and traffic safety-related approval
criteria in this adjustment request, as cited later in this report. In summary, based on the
revised plan showing the courtyard wall a minimum of 3 feet from the front property line,
Portland Transportation has no objection to the proposed fence height adjustment. Exhibit E.4
contains staff contact and additional information.
Neighborhood Review: A Notice of Proposal in Your Neighborhood was mailed on September
26, 2011. A total of three written responses have been received from notified property owners
in response to the proposal.
The first respondent is opposed to the requested adjustment, expressing concern that the
house setback has already been reduced from 15 feet to 10 feet, and suggesting that a concrete
wall near the sidewalk is not necessary. The letter states that a 7-foot tall fence is twice the
height normally allowed in the setback, and that such a tall wall is not in keeping with the
historical character of the neighborhood. The applicant notes that a historic landmark is
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directly across the street, and that they see no reason why the applicants cannot meet the
normal setback and fence height regulations.
A second respondent also objects to the requested adjustment, saying that such a tall fence is
unreasonable and unacceptable, and that it will create a ‘fortress’ in a family neighborhood.
This letter voices concern that the owners previously constructed a new home on the adjacent
lot to the north that was taller than allowed, and that future projects by this applicant should
therefore meet city code. Finally, this letter raises questions about a stop sign in Macleay and
facing Buehla Vista traffic was removed for construction of this home and should be replaced,
implying that the need for the stop signs at the adjacent intersection reinforce the idea that the
entry courtyard wall should be placed further back from the street.
A third respondent expresses concern that the proposal includes a gate and gate placement
that presents the appearance of a barricade, in conflict with Adjustment criterion A requiring
the project to equally or better meet the purpose of the regulation being modified. With regards
to Adjustment criterion B, this letter suggests that the current proposal detracts from the
livability or appearance of the residential area, but that this could potentially be avoided if the
wall was set back at least 3 feet from the sidewalk and obscured by suitable plantings,
especially on the street side of the wall. This letter inquires if more than one adjustment is
being requested (criterion C), and wonders whether or not views from and impacts to the
adjacent historic landmark home are relevant (criterion D). Finally, this letter suggests that
changes in the proposal could be made without unduly compromising the integrity of the
existing architectural and landscape plans for the home.
STAFF NOTE: Issues with regards to the adjustment approval criteria raised in these letters
will be discussed in the adjustment findings, later in this report. It should be pointed out that
issues regarding the height of the home or the adjacent home are not directly relevant to this
request, that only one adjustment has been requested, and that there are no designated
environmental or scenic resources on or near the site. During discussions with the applicant
and Portland Transportation staff, the applicant was encouraged to move the proposed wall
back to at least 3 feet from the front lot line, in accord with the suggestion proposed by a
neighbor, and to improve future traffic and pedestrian safety at the site by creating greater
visibility for the driver of a car backing out from the future garage.

ZONING CODE APPROVAL CRITERIA
33.805.040 ADJUSTMENT APPROVAL CRITERIA
Adjustment requests will be approved if the review body finds that the applicant has shown
that approval criteria A. through F. of Section 33.805.040, Adjustment Approval Criteria have
been met. Those approval criteria are as follows:
A. Granting the adjustment will equally or better meet the purpose of the regulation to
be modified; and
Findings: The purpose of the fence height regulations for the single-dwelling zones
is as follows:

33.110.255 Fences
A. Purpose. The fence standards promote the positive benefits of fences without
negatively impacting the community or endangering public or vehicle safety. Fences can
create a sense of privacy, protect children and pets, provide separation from busy
streets, and enhance the appearance of property by providing attractive landscape
materials. The negative effects of fences can include the creation of street walls that
inhibit police and community surveillance, decrease the sense of community, hinder
emergency access, hinder the safe movement of pedestrians and vehicles, and create
an unattractive appearance. These standards are intended to promote the positive
aspects of fences and limit the negative ones.
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With regards to the positive benefits of fences, the proposed entry courtyard fencing
will create a sense of privacy for the homeowner, by providing an enclosed front
courtyard that will also protect any children or pets using the courtyard. The entry
courtyard fencing will also provide separation from the adjacent street, although NW
Macleay Boulevard at this location is a neighborhood street that serves a modest
amount of local/neighborhood-based traffic. The applicants also note that the
location of the site creates regular headlight glare from traffic heading eastward and
downhill in NW Beuhla Vista Terrace, such that the proposed courtyard entry wall
helps screen vehicle glare for the occupants. The applicant has also stated that the
proposed entry courtyard fencing will be enhanced with a small tree and a mixed
shrub and perennial border between the fence and the sidewalk, enhancing the
appearance of the fence when viewed from the street. To ensure that this remains
the case, a condition of approval will require that landscaping as indicated on the
site plan (a small tree and mixed shrubs & perennials, at a minimum) be
established and maintained over time between the fence and the sidewalk. With
this condition of approval, the positive benefits of the tall fence can be promoted.
With regards to the negative aspects of fencing, concerns about traffic and pedestrian
safety have also been raised. With regard to the “endangering of public or vehicle
safety” and “hindering the safe movement of pedestrians and vehicles’ factors noted
above, fences/walls along or near front property lines on interior lots that are excessive
in height have the potential for creating sight line impairment for vehicles exiting
garages/driveways. PBOT had further concerns with regard to the proposed
Adjustment given the location of the subject site relative to the street network in the
immediate vicinity. The subject site, located at the confluence of NW Macleay and NW
Beuhla Vista, is situated at this intersection which is also comprised of a curved and
sloping roadway (NW Macleay) with multiple intersection control points. In this case,
the new driveway is situated on the northern end of the site frontage. Given the
geometry and the grade of the Macleay/Beuhla Vista intersection, as well as other
existing homes/structures that are located close to the street, PBOT’s concerns were
specifically related to line of sight from the new garage in the north and south directions
(as viewed from a vehicle situated on the new driveway).
PBOT staff members, including the City’s Traffic Safety Engineer, visited the site to
conduct observations of the intersection in question and its relationship to the subject
house and proposed new wall. Because the wall is not yet constructed, PBOT’s initial
observation suggested that there would not be any visual impairment/line of sight
issues in the northerly direction for a driver exiting the subject site. Without the benefit
of the proposed wall in place, it was more difficult for PBOT to make a determination on
sight distance impairment in the southerly direction based on the site visit. The
applicant was therefore required to conduct an analysis utilizing standardized (traffic
engineering) measures to enable PBOT to conduct their formal review. The sight
distance analysis performed and documented by the applicant has adequately
demonstrated that a motorist exiting the subject site from the new garage/driveway will
not experience line of sight impairment of vehicles approaching the Macleay/Beuhla
Vista intersection from the south. The analysis and methods utilized by the applicant
to demonstrate the lack of line of sight impairment was reviewed and accepted by the
City’s Traffic Safety Engineer. (NOTE: The above referenced analysis, conclusion and
finding by PBOT staff was also based on the applicant’s amended plan which relocates
the proposed wall to a point 3-ft min. east of the front property line. It is PBOT’s
understanding that this revised plan is the one that will be approved by BDS staff.)
PBOT staff also conducted field observations from the driveway of the abutting property
to the south (254 NW Macleay Blvd) to ensure that this neighbor would not be impacted
(from a transportation perspective) by the proposed wall. From this driveway, there was
sufficient line of sight (towards the north) for the resident of this abutting lot even with
the original wall location. With the wall pushed back to a minimum of 3-ft behind the
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sidewalk, there will certainly not be any line of sight issues from the abutting neighbor’s
lot.
Pedestrians walking along the site’s frontage are not likely to be impacted by the
proposed wall given the distance from the wall to the new driveway/garage and the
additional setback reflective of the wall’s relocation. Further, pedestrians should be
aware of similar structures located in proximity to the sidewalk given the common
occurrence of this similar circumstance that is found along the streets in this area of
the City due to the sloping nature of the lots (minimal developable areas) which results
in development being situated close to the street. PBOT is supportive of the requested
Adjustment for the proposed (relocated) wall.
With regard to the numerous correspondence that was submitted in opposition to the
proposed wall, there was one transportation-related matter that was identified. A
“STOP” sign that had been located along the subject site’s frontage has been removed in
relation to construction of the new house on the site. Upon PBOT’s field visit to the site,
the actual appropriate standard location of the “STOP” sign was identified as being
situated across the street, in the public right-of-way along NW Beuhla Vista. A request
to place a new “STOP” sign at it’s appropriate location was made shortly after PBOT’s
site visit (the new sign may already be erected).
In summary, with regards to the safe movement of pedestrians and vehicles and
emergency vehicle access, the revised proposal with the fence set at least 3 feet back
from the lot line adequately minimizes the potential transportation-related impacts.
Other comments on the proposal have suggested that the new entry courtyard wall
creates a fortress-like effect at the street, and that the long expanse of tall wall at
the street is out of character with the neighborhood. The applicant has responded
that the surrounding neighborhood features many hillside homes with constrained
lots that often feature tall fencing, buildings, or sight-obscuring shrubbery that in
effect create a sense of enclosure at the street lot line in the neighborhood.
Especially on home sites that slope steeply down from the street, the surrounding
neighborhood does include multiple examples of tall fencing, shrubs, and garage
walls very near the street lot line, oftentimes resulting in most or all on-site private
yard areas being fully screened from view from the sidewalk.
Although differences of opinion can be had with regards to neighborhood character
and attractive appearance, the proposed wall will still provide for some greenery
along the street, and the 16-foot length of the courtyard wall as it faces the street is
narrower than most (two-car) garage walls in the area. The proposed sliding entry
gate constructed of glass and metal will provide views into and out of the courtyard
at the main entry, provided the glass in the gate is transparent glass, versus fritted,
frosted, spandrel, or other translucent glass. With clear glazing in the entry gate,
views into and out of the front yard area are provided, establishing a direct visual
connection between the community and the home. In order to ensure this
connection, and because the glass type is not specified on the drawings, a second
condition of approval will require that the glass in the entry gate be clear glass.
With the conditions of approval ensuring landscaping between the wall and the
street, clear glazing in the entry gate, and with approval granted based on the
revised proposal where the fence is placed at least 3 feet back from the lot line, this
proposal is able to minimize the negative effects of fencing and promote the positive
effects. Therefore, this criterion is met.
B. If in a residential zone, the proposal will not significantly detract from the livability
or appearance of the residential area, or if in a C, E, or I zone, the proposal will be
consistent with the desired character of the area; and
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Findings: As noted above under findings for criterion A, the applicant has revised
the proposal to locate the new fence at least 3 feet from the front lot line at it’s
closest point. Many nearby homes on similarly-sloped lots in this neighborhood
feature tall walls or shrub screens along the lot line, creating a wall at the street
that blocks direct pedestrian views into the site. Several nearby homes on both
Macleay Boulevard and Beulah Vista Terrace, nearby, display this character but are
still well-maintained, attractive, and livable properties. The proposed entry
courtyard wall, with conditions of approval ensuring establishment and
maintenance of plantings between the sidewalk and the fence, and ensuring clear
glass in the entry gate, will not significantly detract from the livability or appearance
of the residential area. Therefore, this criterion is met.
C. If more than one adjustment is being requested, the cumulative effect of the
adjustments results in a project which is still consistent with the overall purpose of
the zone; and
Findings: Only one adjustment has been requested. Therefore, this criterion does
not apply.
D. City-designated scenic resources and historic resources are preserved; and
Findings: City-designated scenic resources are indicated by the presence of an ‘s’
or Scenic Resource Protection overlay zone on the site. Historic resources are
indicated by the presence of a historic landmark ‘dot’ on the site, or by inclusion of
the site in a conservation or historic district. No such scenic or historic resources
exist at the site. Therefore, this criterion does not apply.
E. Any impacts resulting from the adjustment are mitigated to the extent practical.
Findings: Potential impacts associated with the adjustment include negative
impacts to pedestrian and vehicle safety, and the creation of a fortress-like street
wall that inhibits community surveillance and results in an unattractive
appearance. Staff from Portland Transportation has reviewed the proposal
extensively for potential transportation-related impacts, and based on the revised
proposal with the wall at least 3 feet back from the lot line, finds no potential
adverse impacts upon vehicle or pedestrian movement and safety. The impacts of a
blank fortress-like wall can be addressed through conditions requiring plantings
between the wall and the street, clear glazing in the sliding entry gate, and through
approving the project based only on a revised fence placement at least 3 feet from
the front lot line. With the conditions as noted, these impacts have been mitigated to
the extent practical, and this criterion is met.
F. If in an environmental zone, the proposal has as few significant detrimental
environmental impacts on the resource and resource values as is practicable.
Findings: Environmental zoning is indicated by the presence of environmental
overlay zoning on the official zoning maps. No environmental zoning is present at
the site. Therefore, this criterion does not apply.

DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
Unless specifically required in the approval criteria listed above, this proposal does not have to
meet the development standards in order to be approved during this review process. The plans
submitted for a building or zoning permit must demonstrate that all development standards of
Title 33 can be met, or have received an Adjustment or Modification via a land use review prior
to the approval of a building or zoning permit.
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CONCLUSIONS
The applicant has proposed a tall, contemporary board-formed concrete entry courtyard garden
wall with a new home at 256 NW Macleay Boulevard. The applicant has revised the proposal
over time to lower the fence height from 8 feet to 7 feet in height, and included a glass and
metal sliding door. In response to neighborhood and staff concerns and suggestions, the
location for the fence has been moved back from the lot line two additional feet, to a location
where the closest point of the fence is at least 3 feet back from the lot line, allowing for more
greenery and space between the fence and the sidewalk. The surrounding neighborhood
includes many homes on steeply sloping lots which include tall fences, shrubs, or building
walls at or near the property line, often resulting in a walled-off appearance. To mitigate for
these potential negative impacts of the entry fence, conditions of approval will require clear
glazing in the entry gate, and that the area between the fence and sidewalk be landscaped with
at least one small tree and a mixed shrub and perennial border. With these conditions of
approval, the revised proposal is able to meet the applicable criteria and should be approved.

ADMINISTRATIVE DECISION
Approval of an Adjustment to increase the height of a entry courtyard fence in the front
setback (33.110.255.C.1) from 3’-6” to 7’-0”, and to increase the height of an entry gate in the
front setback from 3’-6” to 8’-0”, as shown on the approved plans and drawings, Exhibits C.1
through C.3, each being signed and dated November 22, 2011, and subject to the following
conditions:
A. As part of the building permit application submittal, the following development-related
conditions (B and C) must be noted on each of the 4 required site plans or included as a
sheet in the numbered set of plans. The sheet on which this information appears must be
labeled "ZONING COMPLIANCE PAGE - Case File LU 11-165599 AD." All requirements
must be graphically represented on the site plan, landscape, or other required plan and
must be labeled "REQUIRED."
B. Landscaping materials including at least one small tree and a mixed bed of shrubs and
perennials must be established and maintained in the front yard area between the entry
courtyard fencing/gate and the adjacent public sidewalk.
C. All glazing materials in the sliding entry gate must be clear vision glass with 100% material
transparency. No spandrel, fritted, frosted, or otherwise translucent or opaque glass is
allowed.
Staff Planner: Mark Walhood
Decision rendered by: ____________________________________________ on November 22, 2011.
By authority of the Director of the Bureau of Development Services

Decision mailed: November 29, 2011
About this Decision. This land use decision is not a permit for development. Permits may be
required prior to any work. Contact the Development Services Center at 503-823-7310 for
information about permits.
Procedural Information. The application for this land use review was submitted on August 9,
2011, and was determined to be complete on September 21, 2011.
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Zoning Code Section 33.700.080 states that Land Use Review applications are reviewed under
the regulations in effect at the time the application was submitted, provided that the
application is complete at the time of submittal, or complete within 180 days. Therefore this
application was reviewed against the Zoning Code in effect on August 9, 2011.
ORS 227.178 states the City must issue a final decision on Land Use Review applications
within 120-days of the application being deemed complete. The 120-day review period may be
waived or extended at the request of the applicant. In this case, the applicant did not waive or
extend the 120-day review period. Unless further extended by the applicant, the 120 days
will expire on January 19, 2012.
Some of the information contained in this report was provided by the applicant.
As required by Section 33.800.060 of the Portland Zoning Code, the burden of proof is on the
applicant to show that the approval criteria are met. The Bureau of Development Services has
independently reviewed the information submitted by the applicant and has included this
information only where the Bureau of Development Services has determined the information
satisfactorily demonstrates compliance with the applicable approval criteria. This report is the
decision of the Bureau of Development Services with input from other City and public agencies.
Conditions of Approval. If approved, this project may be subject to a number of specific
conditions, listed above. Compliance with the applicable conditions of approval must be
documented in all related permit applications. Plans and drawings submitted during the
permitting process must illustrate how applicable conditions of approval are met. Any project
elements that are specifically required by conditions of approval must be shown on the plans,
and labeled as such.
These conditions of approval run with the land, unless modified by future land use reviews.
As used in the conditions, the term “applicant” includes the applicant for this land use review,
any person undertaking development pursuant to this land use review, the proprietor of the
use or development approved by this land use review, and the current owner and future
owners of the property subject to this land use review.
Appealing this decision. This decision may be appealed to the Adjustment Committee, which
will hold a public hearing. Appeals must be filed by 4:30 PM on December 13, 2011 at 1900
SW Fourth Ave. Appeals can be filed Tuesday through Friday on the first floor of the
Development Services Center until 3 p.m. After 3 p.m. and Mondays, appeals must be
submitted to the receptionist at the front desk on the fifth floor. An appeal fee of $250 will be
charged. The appeal fee will be refunded if the appellant prevails. There is no fee for ONI
recognized organizations appealing a land use decision for property within the organization’s
boundaries. The vote to appeal must be in accordance with the organization’s bylaws.
Assistance in filing the appeal and information on fee waivers is available from BDS in the
Development Services Center. Please see the appeal form for additional information.
The file and all evidence on this case are available for your review by appointment only. Please
call the Request Line at our office, 1900 SW Fourth Avenue, Suite 5000, phone 503-823-7617,
to schedule an appointment. I can provide some information over the phone. Copies of all
information in the file can be obtained for a fee equal to the cost of services. Additional
information about the City of Portland, city bureaus, and a digital copy of the Portland Zoning
Code is available on the internet at www.portlandonline.com.
Attending the hearing. If this decision is appealed, a hearing will be scheduled, and you will
be notified of the date and time of the hearing. The decision of the Adjustment Committee is
final; any further appeal must be made to the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) within
21 days of the date of mailing the decision, pursuant to ORS 197.620 and 197.830. Contact
LUBA at 550 Capitol St. NE, Suite 235, Salem, Oregon 97301, or phone 1-503-373-1265 for
further information.
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Failure to raise an issue by the close of the record at or following the final hearing on this case,
in person or by letter, may preclude an appeal to the Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) on that
issue. Also, if you do not raise an issue with enough specificity to give the Adjustment
Committee an opportunity to respond to it, that also may preclude an appeal to LUBA on that
issue.
Recording the final decision.
If this Land Use Review is approved the final decision must be recorded with the Multnomah
County Recorder. A few days prior to the last day to appeal, the City will mail instructions to
the applicant for recording the documents associated with their final land use decision.
• Unless appealed, The final decision may be recorded on or after December 14, 2011 – (the
day following the last day to appeal).
• A building or zoning permit will be issued only after the final decision is recorded.
The applicant, builder, or a representative may record the final decision as follows:
• By Mail: Send the two recording sheets (sent in separate mailing) and the final Land Use
Review decision with a check made payable to the Multnomah County Recorder to:
Multnomah County Recorder, P.O. Box 5007, Portland OR 97208. The recording fee is
identified on the recording sheet. Please include a self-addressed, stamped envelope; OR
• In Person: Bring the two recording sheets (sent in separate mailing) and the final Land Use
Review decision with a check made payable to the Multnomah County Recorder to the
County Recorder’s office located at 501 SE Hawthorne Boulevard, #158, Portland OR
97214. The recording fee is identified on the recording sheet.
For further information on recording, please call the County Recorder at 503-988-3034
For further information on your recording documents please call the Bureau of Development
Services Land Use Services Division at 503-823-0625.
Expiration of this approval. An approval expires three years from the date the final decision
is rendered unless a building permit has been issued, or the approved activity has begun.
Where a site has received approval for multiple developments, and a building permit is not
issued for all of the approved development within three years of the date of the final decision, a
new land use review will be required before a permit will be issued for the remaining
development, subject to the Zoning Code in effect at that time.
Applying for your permits. A building permit, occupancy permit, or development permit may
be required before carrying out an approved project. At the time they apply for a permit,
permittees must demonstrate compliance with:
•
•
•
•

All conditions imposed herein;
All applicable development standards, unless specifically exempted as part of this land use
review;
All requirements of the building code; and
All provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Portland, and all other applicable
ordinances, provisions and regulations of the City.
EXHIBITS
NOT ATTACHED UNLESS INDICATED

A. Applicant’s Statements
1. Summary and narrative of adjustment criteria
2. Original plan set – NOT APPROVED
3. First revised plan set, received 9/21/11 – NOT APPROVED
4. Vision clearance/driveway backing study
5. Photo survey and map of street-facing shrubs and fences
B. Zoning Map (attached)
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C. Plans/Drawings:
1. Site Plan (attached)
2. Fence Elevations (attached)
3. Gate Section and Elevation (attached)
D. Notification information:
1. Mailing list
2. Mailed notice
E. Agency Responses:
1. Life Safety Section of the Bureau of Development Services
2. Fire Bureau
3. Water Bureau
4. Development Review Section of Portland Transportation
F. Correspondence:
1. Letter with concerns from Hillary Gibson, received 10/17/11
2. Letter with concerns from Lori Covington, received 10/18/11
3. Letter with concerns from Mary Hirsch and Yoshiaki Shimuzu, received 10/18/11
4. E-mail from Vicky Mann, received after close of comment period
G. Other:
1. Original LU Application Form
2. Site History Research
The Bureau of Development Services is committed to providing equal access to
information and hearings. Please notify us no less than five business days prior to the
event if you need special accommodations. Call 503-823-7300 (TTY 503-823-6868).

